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Chen Shouzhu is a nationally famous modern theorist of drama, who began 
his study on modern Chinese drama and foreign drama in 1940s in order to build 
a bridge of drama between Chinese and Western world and establish Chinese 
modern drama theory. His drama theory has the qualities of openness and 
inheriting ability. Combining the western drama theory with the practice of 
Chinese drama and based on the practice of watching plays , he established the 
system of drama theory of China with the Marxism as theoretical guide. His 
system of drama theory mainly includes three parts: theory of tragedy, theory of 
comedy and theory of theatre. The paper will briefly illustrate his major 
theoretical ideas and based on the comparison of the homogenous ideas in both 
china and western world, the paper will also try to point out his unique 
contribution to the development of Chinese drama theory. 
In the first chapter, his theory of tragedy will be explained. By discussing 
about the questions such as tragic spirit, tragic character, tragic conflict and the 
argument whether tragedy has declined and fallen or not. , Chen Shouzhu’s 
outlook of tragedy is illustrated.  
In the second chapter, his theory of comedy will be explained. Based on the 
present historical background, through the classifying of comedy and the 
defining of the concepts as humor, satire, wit and irony, his outlook of comedy is 
developed.  
In the third chapter, his theory of threatre will be illustrated. Such questions 















peace, and our attitude towards the theatre of absurd in the western world will be 
developed to point out his concern about the general drama theory.  
Chapter four will discuss about his theory’s features and his contributions in 
order to prove his place in the Chinese drama theory. 
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第一章  悲剧论 
 













































































第一章  悲剧论 
我们对他们的同情尚且不足以表示我们的敬仰之心，怎么还会产生像看到可
怕事物一样的恐惧之情？英雄人物的悲剧鼓舞人去战斗，当然不会有‘和解’
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